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MISSING PINS 
From JACK BRANDT 

G(de) PERFIN  G1390.01  Bulletin 218/9. 

In 1985 I wrote a short article about the G(de) perfin of A.de  
Gruchy S Co Ltd, St.Helier, Jersey. I was making the point that  
at sometime in its long use, this die lost a pin from the 'D' and  
I was trying to pin point when this occurred. 

I had three replies to that article but never passed on the  
information. Since that time I have added to my collection of  
this perfin and so from information received and the additions to  
my own stock I can narrow down the missing pin. 

The die is found complete on 1d reds, Plates 174, 195 and 213.  
Still complete on 1d lilac with DE 17 96 cancel. By KEVII, 1d  
dated JU 2 02, it was broken and stayed that way. This leaves a  
gap of 6 years. Can anyone fill in any dates between - with or  
without the missing pin? 

"P" PERFIN  P0010.21. 

This perfin has no identified user but all examples I have seen have  
Liverpool cancels. I have 7 copies of this perfin, 5 of  
which are missing one pin. 6 of my stamps are the 1d lilac, which  
includes the 2 complete ones. Unfortunately only one has the date  
available and it is JU 8 94. By OCT 8 95 it was broken and  
remained that way on copies in 1899 and 1902. So we have narrowed  
this one down to a little over a year. Can we get closer? 

Information on either of the above to 1006-727-6th Ave S W,  
Calgary, Alberta, T2P OV1, CANADA. 
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MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES  
What Is It?  Bulletin 284/12; 286/22. 

JOHN MATHEWS sends a photocopy of a similar 
item to that in Bulletin 286. John has the full  
strip of 12 but I have only illustrated half so  
that they can be shown full size. 
 

The perfin is LYON/&/HALL (L6065.02) and is  
on the "gutter" from between panes with each  
segment having a perfin. Tomkins says this  
pattern is only known on KGV Downey Heads. The 
colour of the shaded bars is brownish-red. On  
each end, the selvedge extends down 3 rows but  
is not perfined. 
 

John cannot think why anyone would perforate  
the gutter unless it was a multiple head in a  
vertical arrangement - the 12 strikes across  
have not all been done at one time. 
 
Missing Pins - G(de) Perfin Bulletin 285/9. 

PETER MAYBURY has a 1d lilac with the G(de) 
die which fits into the gap mentioned by Jack  
Brandt. The stamp is dated 31 May 1900. The  
relevant pin is present but very blunt. 

 
Peter wonders if it was then deliberately  

removed as it could be interfering with the  
process of perfining the stamps – i.e. the stamps  
were not released cleanly from that pin. 

*    *    *    * 
Triangular Stamps Perfined Bulletin 286/22. 

Peter Maybury was the member who telephoned with the details 
mentioned in the last Bulletin. 

*    *    *    *    * 
WANTS 
Member J BOOTH, TREETOPS, AMBROSE HILL, ST KEYNE, 
LISKEARD, CORNWALL PL14 4RL is looking for a copy of each of the two 
'bell' perfins: Des 0010.01 and Des 0020.01. If anyone can help, write  
first with price required. 




